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Abstract. Most researches in the VANETs domain concentrate on the
development of communication routing protocols. However, it is not effective to apply the existing routing protocols of MANETs to those of
VANETs. In this paper, we propose a new greedy forward routing protocol which leverages real time traﬃc ﬂow information to create a routing
policy. Based on this routing policy, the proposed protocol alleviates the
inﬂuence of high dynamic topology and decreases the average delivery
delay on VANETs.
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Introduction

Several routing protocols have been presented by many researchers for vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs) [1, 7]. One of the best known position-based routing
is GPSR [3]. GPSR works better in open space scenarios such as highways with
evenly distributed nodes. In the condition of cities, GPSR suﬀers from many
problems, because it does not consider some obstacles such as the movement of
high-speed vehicles. In GPSR, when a node receives a Hello Message from its
neighbors, it sets the Hello lifetime for each of its neighbors to prepare the next
reception of this Hello Message. If it does not receive the Hello Message from its
neighbor when the Hello lifetime expires, it decides that the neighbor has gone
out of range. Due to the high mobility, a node may not receive updated location
information from its neighbor since the neighbor has gone out of range [4]. Hence,
when a node has data to forward, it may make a wrong decision which, in turn,
leads to the packet loss. In order to provide a reasonable forwarding decision for
nodes, we propose an improved greedy forwarding protocol based on the road
traﬃc to alleviate the impact of vehicle mobility and enhance the stability of
the routing link. We adopt both the ﬂuid traﬃc model (FTM) [5] and intelligent
driver model (IDM) [6]. FTM describes the speed as a monotonically decreasing
function of the vehicle density and the speed of vehicle is calculated by means
of the following equation:
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S = max{Smin , Smax (1 − k/kjam )}

(1)

where S is the output speed, Smin and Smax are the minimum and maximum
speed, respectively. kjam is the vehicular density for which a traﬃc jam is detected. This last parameter is given by k = n/l, where n is the number of cars on
the road and l is the length of the road segment itself. According to the equation
(1), we can estimate the current ﬂow speed S. Before we explain the protocol, in
our system model, we assume that: (1) Each vehicle is equipped with Onboard
Unit (OBU) and GPS device, which enable themselves to acquire their own positions and movement directions. (2) The source node already knows the current
position of the destination node before transmission based on the location service. (3) All nodes are aware of the street-level information of the area where
they are currently positioned.
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2.1

Proposed Protocol
Neighbors Classification Phase

Each vehicle exchanges the information of the neighboring vehicles and updates
the neighboring list table by Hello Messages. In order to improve the stability of
the route, unlike the traditional neighbors selection that is based on the distance
radius regardless of driving directions, in our approach, vehicles only with the
same moving direction in both each road section and transmission range are set
as one-hop neighbors or simply “Geographic Neighbors”. In order to identify geographic neighbors for each vehicle, we insert vehicle’s current speed and driving
direction in Hello Message.

Fig. 1. Group Classiﬁcation of Neighbors.

Once each vehicle gets its geographic neighbor list, the node needs to calculate
the current distance between geographic neighbors and itself. We deﬁne two
preset parameters Dn and Dm to decide which group vehicles will belong to.
If the distance D between vehicle and its neighbor is larger than the preset
threshold Dm (Dm ≤ D), this node will be classiﬁed into Far Group as shown in

Table 1. Example of Neighbor List Table.

Node ID Position x
1
1234.56
2
1250.89

Position y
4567.89
4564.12

Neighbor List
Current Speed
12m/s
9m/s

Group Tag
N
F

Time Stamp
3.0
3.5

Figure 1. If Dn ≤ D < Dm , neighbors in this area will be classiﬁed into Middle
Group. If D ≤ Dn , neighbors in this area will be classiﬁed into Near Group.
After calculating this, vehicle attaches a group tag with each neighbor in the
group list table. Every vehicle maintains a neighbor list table as shown in Table
1 and updates periodically.
2.2

Forwarding Policy and Packet Forwarding Phase

In equation (1), the number of node k is determined by information gathered
from one-hop Geographic Neighbors. Because nodes are aware of the street-level
information of the area where they are currently positioned, the length l of street
can be measured. kjam is available via a commercial navigation service, similar to
the one currently provided by Garmin Traﬃc [8]. With the density information
of the path, the traﬃc ﬂow speed can be roughly estimated based on equation
(1). We set a routing policy to determine which group will be chosen as the next
hop candidate ﬁrst. The priority level of each group is decided by the current
speed as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Routing Policy.
Output Speed
Slow
Medium
Fast

Priority Level (from high to low)
F
M
N
M
F
N
N
M
F

If the current ﬂow speed S around the node is bigger than a preset Sf ast ,
we will assign the Near Group as the ﬁrst priority candidate and the Far Group
as the last priority candidate. When the opposite happens, S < Sslow , the Far
Group will be the ﬁrst priority by reverse. For medium scenarios, Sslow ≤ S <
Sf ast , we set the priority level from high to low as following: Middle Group, Far
Group and Near Group. In the packet forwarding phase, the diﬀerence between
the proposed greedy forwarding and GPSR is that we use a routing policy to
choose the next hop so that the stability can be improved. When node S needs
to send the ﬁrst data packet of the event message, it will choose one which is the
closest to the destination from the ﬁrst priority group as the next hop forwarding
packet. If the ﬁrst priority group of the present node is empty, the node will check
the second priority group. This process is repeated until all groups have been

checked. In the worst case, when node reaches a local maximum, the right hand
rule to forward packets should be used.
Table 3. Analysis Parameters.
Parameters
Road

Measures
Length: 1000m
Width: 6m
Transmission Range
250m
Number of Nodes
30
Number of Nodes in Traﬃc Jam
300
Node Speed
30km/h - 120km/h
Hello Message Interval
2.5s
Packet Traﬃc
1 packet/0.5s
Sslow
45km/h
Sf ast
85km/h
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Analysis

Based on simulation result in [3], the routing overhead of GPSR is determined
by Hello Message period. If we set long Hello Message exchange period, routing overhead will be decreased. However, with a long Hello Message interval
packet, delivery ratio will be reduced because a next hop may go out of the
communication range during a data packet transmission. The improved greedy
forwarding routing protocol can compromise these two metrics when we set long
exchange period. By using Matlab, we assume 30 nodes moving same direction
are randomly distributed in one segment. Each node starts moving with a velocity ranges from 30km/h to 120km/h randomly and knows its current position
as shown in Table 3. We compared 10 scenarios between GPSR and the proposed protocol performances. Figure 2 shows the data delivery ratio obtained for
GPSR and the proposed protocol during one Hello Message interval. It is clearly
shown that the proposed protocol guarantees a better delivery ratio compared
to GPSR. Although the proposed protocol increases the hop from the source to
destination, it avoids the case when a next hop goes out of the communication
range during a data packet transmission and ﬁnally decreases the data loss and
the resulting delay time, which can increase the routing performances.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an improved greedy forwarding routing protocol.
To design an eﬃcient routing protocol for dynamic environment, the proposed
protocol leverages real time vehicular traﬃc information to classify vehicle’s
neighbors and create a routing policy. Based on this routing policy, vehicles can

Fig. 2. Data Delivery Ratio.

select a reasonable node as the next hop. When density of traﬃc ﬂow is low which
indicates the speed in an area is high, and the topology changes frequently, a
vehicle should forward packets to the neighbor which is near to avoid the case
when a next hop goes out of the communication range during a data packet
transmission. It enhances the stability of the routing link and decreases the
average delay, which ﬁnally alleviates the inﬂuence of high dynamic of topology
on VANETs.
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